WARNING:

Fake Coronavirus Test kits

Please share this information with health care professionals.

Hundreds of COVID-19 test kits being shipped into the United States were seized by Customs and Border Protection.

In London, the individual who was shipping the test kits to a company(ies) in the US for further shipment to a hospital()s was arrested by Homeland Security Investigations (HSI) and UK officials over this past weekend.

The test kits were intended for a hospital in the United States.

The test kits contained a substance that is toxic to humans.

IF YOU BELIEVE YOU HAVE RECEIVED A FAKE TEST KIT PLEASE CALL HSI ARKANSAS (Little Rock) AT 201-801-5901 OR HSI RESIDENT AGENT IN CHARGE RAC William STEELE 405-816-8098. An HSI agent will call you back for additional details on the test.

It is unknown if test kits other than the ones seized were shipped from the foreign location to locations in the United States.

Additional information will be forthcoming as received.